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Abstract
A common problem in remote sensing is estimating an image with high spatial and high
spectral resolution given separate sources of measurements from satellite instruments, one having
each of these desirable properties. This thesis presents a survey of seven families of algorithms
which have been developed to provide this common pattern of satellite image data fusion. They
are all tested on artificially degraded sets of satellite data from the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectroradiometer (“MODIS”) with known ideal results, and evaluated using the commonly ac-
cepted data fusion assessment metrics spectral angle mapper (“SAM”) and Erreur Relative Globale
Adimensionelle de Synthe`se (“ERGAS”). It is also established that the information theory metric
mutual information can predict the performance of certain data fusion algorithms (pan-sharpening,
principal component analysis (“PCA”) based, and high-pass filter (“HPF”) based) but not others.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Scientists often rely on data collected from instruments aboard orbiting satellites, for example to
create accurate estimates of physical parameters with important applications, such as those used
in weather prediction. The design of these instruments, however, requires technical and economic
trade-offs that often result in certain desirable data not being directly available. One way to mitigate
this deficiency is to use machine learning techniques to estimate the values that are not directly ob-
served. This can be accomplished by exploiting statistical correlation with information in available
data sets. The process of using information from multiple sources in this way to create an estimate
of physical quantities which are not directly available is called data fusion[11]. In particular, in
the remote sensing domain, there are often sources of measurement covering the same geograpic
area, some with high spatial resolution and others with high spectral resolution, and data fusion
techniques are applied to create an estimate of the data with both of these desirable properties.
This thesis explores the possible use of the information-theory metrics entropy and mutual
information to characterize and predict the outcome of various data fusion algorithms. These
statistical quantities can be used to describe datasets and the relationship between them, and if they
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can be used to accurately predict the accuracy of estimates created with certain fusion algorithms,
then they could be used as a quantification of how much reliance may be placed upon such output
values. By comparing algorithms in conjunction with these metrics, it could also be the case that
entropy and mutual information could be used to determine what the most appropriate data fusion
algorithm for a given set of inputs or in a given situation might be. Alternatively, a metric with
established predictive value could be used as one way of comparing the relative merits of various
data fusion approaches.
For this thesis work, a number of data fusion algorithms, described in some detail below,
were implemented using the Python programming language with the NumPy and SciPy libraries,
which provide a number of important facilities for numerical and scientific computation [16] [17].
These methods were tested on actual images of the Earth‘s surface captured by the Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), an instrument onboard the NASA polar-orbiting
Earth observational satellites Aqua and Terra which makes measurements in 36 spectral bands with
pixels corresponding to a 250 meter by 250 meter area on the Earth surface (bands 1 and 2), 500
meter by 500 meter (bands 3-7), or 1 kilometer by 1 kilometer (bands 8-36) [15].
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Chapter 2
Data Fusion Algorithms
Data fusion refers generally to any means of combining data, typically in the form of at least two-
dimensional images representing measurements tied to geographical position on the surface of the
Earth, from multiple sources to obtain information of “greater quality”. For the purposes of the
remote-sensing community, this has been summarized as follows: “Data fusion is a formal frame-
work in which are expressed means and tools for the alliance of data originating from different
sources. It aims at obtaining information of greater quality; the exact definition of ‘greater quality’
will depend upon the application” [11].
In practice, however, the problem is frequently of the same general form. Typically, there
is a need to combine two data sets from different sources or sets of sources (though possibly
the same instrument or two instruments on the same satellite) which have the following proper-
ties: one has relatively high spatial resolution and low spectral resolution (often referred to as a
“High-Resolution Panchromatic Image” or HRPI), and the other captures information from the
same viewing area, but with a lower spatial resolution and higher spectral resolution, i.e., with
information for more, and frequently narrower, bands in the electromagnetic spectrum (the “Low-
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Resolution Multispectral Image” or LRMI). The goal of a data fusion algorithm in such a case is
to take these images as input and produce a fused image, with the spectral resolution (data dimen-
sionality) of the LRMI and the spatial resolution of the HRPI [14] [8]. This image should contain
values which estimate as accurately as possible what actual measurements with those combined
properties, if they could have been made, would have been.
There are a number of common general approaches to the problem of data fusion, each
with its own strengths and weaknesses. In some sense, each of these can be thought of as a “family”
of data fusion algorithms, each of which has been implemented in a number of variations and with
a number of improvements over the years. For this work, at least one data fusion algorithm was im-
plemented from each of five main such categories: simple pan-sharpening, intensity-hue-saturation
tranform, high-pass filtering, principal component analysis, and wavelet-based data fusion. They
are described in the subsections which follow.
An important early component of every data fusion algorithm is a naive method of resam-
pling the data. In particular, the LRMI must be resampled to the higher spatial of resolution of
the HRPI (and the output) as a starting point for building the fused image. In the implementations
of the algorithms for this work, this component was parameterized, so each of the fusion algo-
rithms may be applied with any resampling method. The default method, however, used for the
described tests of all the algorithms (for the sake of consistency) is third-order spline interpolation,
as provided by the scipy.ndimage.interpolation library [17].
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2.1 Simple Pan-Sharpening Algorithm
The most basic data fusion algorithm implemented, adapted from the pan-sharpening method de-
scribed in [6], makes no attempt at rigorously defensible results, but is very straightforward and
provides a good benchmark for other methods.
First, the high-resolution panchromatic image is degraded to the lower spatial resolution
of the multispectral image by averaging pixel windows. The chosen interpolation (upsampling)
method is then used to “restore” it to the higher resolution, to create a simulacrum of what the
panchromatic image would look like if it were measured at the low spatial resolution and then
upsampled with the naive method. Next, a pixel-by-pixel ratio is computed between this synthetic
image and the actual panchromatic image.
This ratio is then applied to each band of the mutlispectral image to calculate the result.
The ratio, R, is calculated as follows (where PAN is the actual high-resolution panchromatic
image and PANinterp is the averaged image restored to its original resolution by interpolation) for
each pixel (i, j):
R[i,j] =
PANinterp[i,j]
PAN[i,j]
(2.1)
The fused multispectral image is then computed by dividing the low-resolution multispectral im-
age, interpolated to the higher resolution, by that pixel-by-pixel ratio:
MSfused[i,j] =
MSinterp[i,j]
R[i,j]
(2.2)
The rationale for this approach is that the pixel-by-pixel ratio imageR contains a good ap-
proximation of the fine spatial detail (or “texture”) that is missing from the LRMI. This is because
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the window averaging is thought to be a good estimate of what the panchromatic band would be if
measured at the lower resolution. It is based on the assumption that the pixel-by-pixel difference in
the low-resolution and high-resolution versions of the multispectral bands would be approximately
in proportion to the equivalent difference in the panchromatic band.
As could be expected, and as is typical of all of the data fusion algorithms, the results
of simple pan-fusion approach were more reliable in areas of relatively constant value or smooth
tranisition. Error is most in evidence in parts of the image with a high degree of detail, particularly
clouds and the edges of clouds, which are higly reflective of visible light. Figure 2.1 illustrates
the difference in absolute errors between a very cloudy observation (over the Caspian Sea on June
18, 2012, left) and a clear one (over Southern Africa and the Atlantic Ocean on June 18, 2012,
right). Among the (highly correlated) multispectral bands, the pattern of errors for this fusion
method proved to be extremely similar, varying primarily in degree rather than shape, as can be
seen clearly in Figure 2.2.
2.2 Enhanced Pan-Sharpening
An improvement on this basic approach can be made by acknowledging that each of the multi-
spectral bands should contribute differently to the applied ratio for a given pixel [7]. To determine
and apply these contributions, one constructs a function, called a “brightness estimator”, which
linearly combines the data points from the bands in the multispectral image in the manner most
likely to predict the observed panchromatic image. This makes sense because there is no reason
to believe that the added “detail” in the known high-resolution image should necessarily, or even
likely, be distributed identically among the various channels of the multispectral image.
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Figure 2.1: MODIS band 1 (620 - 670 nm) radiance values (W/(sr · m2)) calculated with the Simple
Pan-Fusion algorithm for (a) a very cloudy scene over the Caspian Sea (MYD.2012170.0945), (b) its er-
ror from known MODIS values, (c) Simple PAN values for a clear-sky scene over Southwestern Africa
(MYD.2012163.1240), and (d) its corresponding error values.
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‘Figure 2.2: Detail of error images for simple pan-fusion as applied to one granule (near the Horn of Africa,
June 8, 2012). Differences between observed values and fusion results are shown for (a) MODIS band 1,
(b) MODIS band 3, and (c) MODIS band 4.
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The method essentially consists of building a linear predictor function from each band
of the multispectral image (naively upsampled using the paramaterized method) to the known
HRPI. The entire panchromatic image is then effectively created using this predictor function in
order to get the “interpolated” part (numerator) of the ratio described in the previous section. This
results in the “texture” aspect of the higher-resolution image being distributed unevenly among
the multispectral bands, presumably reflecting physical reality as determined by the brightness
estimator. An enhanced pan-sharpening method was implemented based on the approach described
in [7], in which it was used to improve the sharpness of sattelite images of coral reefs.
First, the multispectral image is increased to the spatial resolution of the panchromatic
image using the chosen upsampling approach. Then, coefficients of a “brightness estimator” are
calculated using multiple regression analysis. If the multispectral image has n bands, and there
are M total pixels at the resolution of the panchromatic image, this means in effect solving the
equation:
Pj = a0 + a1B
1
j + a2B
2
j + ...+ anB
n
j (2.3)
(for j = 1, ...,M ) where Pj is the jth pixel of the panchromatic image and Bij is the jth pixel of
band i of the upsampled multispectral image. This is equivalent to the following:

P1
P1
...
PM

=

1 B11 B
2
1 · · · Bn1
1 B12 B
2
2 · · · Bn2
...
...
... . . .
...
1 B1M B
2
M · · · BnM


a0
a1
a2
...
an

(2.4)
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In matrix terms this can be represented as follows:
P = BA (2.5)
The coefficient vector may thus be obtained as follows:
A = (BTB)−1BTP (2.6)
Using these coefficients, the pixel-by-pixel brightness estimator can be computed as fol-
lows:
y = a0 + a1B
1 + a2B
2 + ...+ anB
n (2.7)
where Bi is the ith band of the resampled multispectral image. This brightness estimator is then
used to calculate the fused image, each pixel of which is:
Bi∗j =
Bij
yj
Pj (2.8)
for each pixel j = 1, ...,M at the higher (target) resolution and each multispectral band i = 1, ..., n.
The Enhanced Pan-Sharpening approach performed quite well in the somewhat artificial
tests for this work, in large part because the panchromatic test images were actually derived as a
simple combination of the multispectral bands (and some nearby spectral information). Because of
its underlying assumption, the effectiveness of this algorithm in general depends on the extent to
which the panchromatic band can be expressed as a linear combination of the multispectral bands.
As with all the algorithms, cloud formations with varying consistency accounted for the most
prominent errors, but instead of being localized to boundary areas, larger areas of slight under- or
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overestimated values appeared. This effect can be clearly seen in Figure 2.3.
2.3 Intensity-Hue-Saturation
Another popular data fusion method is based on the intensity-hue-saturation (“IHS”) Transform,
which converts an image in true color space (i.e., with red, green, and blue components) into
components corresponding to the (human visual) perceptual qualities of intensity, hue, and satura-
tion [14]. The channels in the multispectral image need not actually correspond to the red, green,
and blue bands of visible light, but the reliance on the IHS transform does mean that this method
suffers from the notable limitation that the multispectral image must consist of exactly three bands.
The general principle is that the intensity component captures much more of the “fine detail” of
the image than the other components, so this data fusion method works by replacing the intensity
component of the resized and transformed multispectral image with the values of the panchromatic
image, which is actually measured at the higher spatial resolution, and then reversing the transform
back to the variable space of the multispectral bands.
First, the three-band multispectral image is resampled to the same spatial resolution as
the panchromatic image. The expanded multispectral image is then subjected to the IHS transform
using the orthogonal transformation matrix in the following formula[14]:

I
V1
V2
 =

1
3
1
3
1
3
−1√
6
−1√
6
2√
6
1√
6
−1√
6
0


MS1
MS2
MS3
 (2.9)
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Figure 2.3: MODIS band 4 (545 - 565 nm) radiance values (W/(sr ·m2)) with some clouds over Northern
Australia (June 25, 2012). (a) True values, (b) calculated with the enhanced pan-fusion algorithm, and (c)
absolute differences.
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where MS1, MS2, and MS3 are the three bands of the expanded multispectral image, I is the
intensity component of the transformed image, and V1 and V2 represent the hue and saturation
components, which can be computed pixel-by-pixel from the formulas H = arctan[V2/V1] and
S =
√
V1
2 + V2
2 (though this is not strictly necessary for this algorithm since V1 and V2 can be
used directly as inputs for the reverse IHS transform).
After this, the values of the panchromatic image are scaled to match the distribution of the
calculated intensity component using histogram matching. The histogram-matched panchromatic
image then replaces the intensity component, and the inverse IHS transform is applied to the inten-
sity, hue, and saturation components (the latter two by proxy through V1 and V2) to yield the fused
high-resolution multispectral image. This calculation is represented by the following formula[14]:

HRMI1
HRMI2
HRMI3
 =

1 −1√
6
3√
6
1 −1√
6
−3√
6
1 2√
6
0


PANscaled
V1
V2
 (2.10)
where PANscaled is the histogram-matched panchromatic image, V1 and V2 are carried over from
the IHS transform of the resampled multispectral image, and the left-hand side is the fused image.
The IHS fusion approach performed among the best of the algorithms tested for this work,
probably largely because the multispectral input and target bands did in fact have response ranges
in the red, green, and blue areas of the visible spectrum. Errors in the output produced by this
technique tended to be diffuse and relatively modest in magnitude. This can be seen in Figure 2.4,
which shows absolute errors for a small, very cloudy patch using a relatively minute scale.
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Figure 2.4: MODIS band 3 (459 - 479 nm) radiance values (W/(sr · m2)) for a cloudy subsection of
granule (D10) (Caspian Sea (cloudy), June 18, 2012). (a) True values, (b) calculated with the intensity-hue-
saturation transform fusion algorithm, and (c) absolute differences.
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2.4 High-Pass Filtering
In some sense, all data fusion combining low spatial resolution, high spectral resolution images
with high spatial resolution panchromatic images work by extracting the spatial detail in some
way from the high-resolution panchromatic and injecting it into each band of the low-resolution
multispectral image. Methods based on high-pass filtering do this in a very explicit manner: they
simply pass the HRPI through a high-pass filter, treating the remaining high-frequency data as the
detail or “edge” information that is missing from the LRMI image. These values are then added to
each band of the LRMI, after those bands have been naively upsampled to the spatial resolution of
the panchromatic image [14].
The high-pass filter used may be implemented in any of several ways (a number of which
are sometimes referred to as “edge detection” because the remaining high-frequency information
describes the edges between features in the original image). Typically, some sort of low-pass filter
is applied, such as a Gaussian filter or boxcar filter, leaving the low-frequency information from
the HRPI, which is in turn subtracted from the original image. The implementation for this work.
treats the panchromatic image as though it were in the frequency domain, shifts it so that the zero-
frequency component is in the center, applies a Gaussian filter to the result, and then inverts the
shift.
Figure 2.5 demonstrates this process. The left image shows the high-frequency values
extracted from the HRPI for a section of a test granule, which were in turn added to each band
of the resampled LRMI. As is evident from the corresponding band 4 error image on the right,
these “edge adjustments” were in the geographical locations (specifically, cloud detail) where the
resampled image was missing detail, but were not sufficient to prevent significant error.
This approach resulted in errors of the greatest magnitude of those tested, though it was
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competitive with the pan-sharpening algorithms in angular terms (directional correspondence be-
tween pixels when viewed as vectors of the multispectral dimensions). The possibility of this
method being appropriate for a specific data fusion task depends on the extent to which the “miss-
ing” information in mutlispectral bands is uniform across dimesions and the extent to which it can
accurately described as the strictly high-frequency component of the panchromatic image. Given
such a scenario, there is considerable latitude in choice of high-pass filter and, depending on the
filter, one or more parameters, all of which may be tailored to the specific situation.
2.5 Principal Component Analysis
The PCA method is similar in principle to the IHS method, but works with an arbitrary number of
bands in the multispectral image [14]. In this case, the particular trasformation applied to the mul-
tispectral image is its decomposition into uncorrelated principal components (of the same number
of its original dimensionality). After this transformation is applied, the first principal component
(the dimension with the highest variance) can be thought of as containing the information common
to all the bands. In this method of data fusion, the first principal component is replaced with the
HRPI (after it has been scaled to have the same mean and variance as the component it is replacing)
as a means of injecting the detail information missing from all the bands of the multispectral image
because of its lower spatial resolution. The inverse PCA transform is then applied to obtain the
fused image.
This algorithm is implemented by performing principal component decomposition on the
HRMI, in this case by first calculating its covariance matrix (between bands). Each band of the
multispectral image is then resampled to the spatial resolution of the panchromatic image (so that
the values correspond as closely as possible in geographical terms to the observations in the HRPI).
21
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Figure 2.5: For the high-pass filter approach, high-frequency information is extracted from the HRPI
(right), which is in turn added to each band of the resamspled HRMI. The resulting fused MODIS band
4 for a section of granule D12 (Western United States, July 11, 2012) (center) and the corresponding errors
(right) are also shown.
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The eigenvectors are calculated from the covariance matrix, then ordered by their respective eigen-
values (with the largest corresponding to the first principal component). This yields the following
othogonal transformation matrix, V :
V =

v11 v12 · · · v1n
v21 v22 · · · v2n
...
... . . .
...
vn1 vn2 · · · vnn

(2.11)
where the row vector vi =
[
vi1 vi2 · · · vin
]
corresponds to the eigenvector with the ith largest
eigenvalue. The principal components can thus be caluculated as follows (whereMSi is a row rep-
resenting the flattened band i of the resampled multispectral image and PCj is the correspondingly
flattened jth principal component):

PC1
PC2
...
PCn

=

v11 v12 · · · v1n
v21 v22 · · · v2n
...
... . . .
...
vn1 vn2 · · · vnn


MS1
MS2
...
MSn

(2.12)
The values of the panchromatic image are then histogram-matched to the first principal
component, then the (flattened) result, PANmatched below, is substituted in for PC1 in the reverse
transformation:
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
FUSED1
FUSED2
...
FUSEDn

= VT

PANmatched
PC2
...
PCn

(2.13)
The output of this inverse transormation, with each band reshaped to the spatial dimen-
sions of the HRPI is the fused image.
The PCA algorithm did not perform very well compared with other methods in the testing
described below. In particular, it resulted in the highest angular errors, meaning the relationship
between the multispectral bands was not well preserved at the per-pixel level. Error images for
individual bands also appeared quite noisy and less localized, as can be seen in Figure 2.6.
2.6 Haar Wavelet-Based
Another class of data fusion methods relies on performing a wavelet decomposition of both the
multispectral data and the panchromatic data, and selectively inserting spatial detail information
into sections of the multispectral image before retransformation to obtain an approximation of the
high spatial resolution, high spectral resolution image. The version of simple wavelet-based data
fusion implemented for this work is modeled after the thresholding priciple described in [2], where
detail coefficients from the HRPI are only used for a given mean pixel if there is sufficient pixel-
by-pixel correlation between the means of the HRPI and those of the LRMI at that transformation
level in the spatial vicinity of the pixel under consideration, calculated using a sliding window.
The operation of the wavelet transform requires the ratio of resolutions between the
24
Figure 2.6: MODIS band 1 (620 - 670 nm) radiance values (W/(sr ·m2)) for granule D4 (Central Russia,
June 18, 2012). (a) True values, (b) calculated with the principal component analysis algorithm, and (c)
absolute differences.
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panchromatic and multispectral images to be a power of two: the LRMI (of k bands) should thus be
an array with shape [n×n×k] while the HRPI is of shape [N ×N ] where N = (2i)n for some in-
teger i. As an essential step in the algorithm, the discrete wavelet transform using the simple Haar
wavelet is applied to both the panchromatic and upsampled HRMI images in each spatial direction
i times. At each stage, the decomposition image is maintained as an image with the approximation
coefficients (spatial means) composing the “first” half of the pixels in each direction and the detail
coefficients (differences) composing the remainder. The result is that for each 2:1 stage of deco-
mosition, the upper-left quadrant of the image consists of low-pass pixels which were averaged in
both spatial dimensions. This is important because it is the statistical correlation between these
low-pass pixels for the decomposed panchromatic image and the corresponding ones from the de-
composition of the (upsampled) LRMI which determines, on a pixel-by-pixel and band-by-band
basis, whether to “inject” the spatial information (i.e., the contents of the other three quadrants of
the decomposition) from the panchromatic image into the multispectral image.
In the implementation for this work, the first step, as with other algorithms, is to resample
each band of the HRMI to the resolution of the panchromatic image using a selected upsampling
method. The wavelet decomposition briefly described above is then applied to both the HRPI
image and each band of the resampled multispectral image. Next, a square sliding window is
applied to the approximation (low-pass) portion of each decomposition get a neighborhood sample
of data points for each pixel in the approximation image (parameterized, but 5x5 by default).
For each approximation pixel (in each multispectral band), a correlation coefficient is computed
between the values in the window for the LRMI and the corresponding ones for the HRPI. In
addition a local weight is computed, also using the window, the ratio of the standard deviation of
the LRMI values and the standard deviation of HRPI values. (This ensures that changes introduced
by the use of detail information from the HRPI image will not be wildly out of scale to the LRMI
image.)
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For each approximation pixel where the calculated correlation coefficient exceeds an input
threshold θ, the corresponding detail pixels in the LRMI decomposition are replaced by the values
from the HRPI decomposition, scaled by the weight mentioned above. Finally, wavelet synthesis is
applied to each band of the updated LRMI decompostion (i.e., the wavelet transform is inverted),
and the result is the fused image at the higher spatial resolution with certain detail information
from the panchromatic image selectively incorporated.
The Haar wavelet-based approach performed competitively with all tested approaches,
especially in terms of angular errors. For any given application of such an approach, of course,
the threshold parameter must be chosen with care. It was fixed at a local corelation coefficient of
θ = 0.50 for these tests, which was empirically optimized, though its ideal value might vary con-
siderably based on the relationship between the bands and the nature of the panchromatic image.
Figure 2.7 shows an example of the output of the Haar wavelet-based fusion algorithm as applied
to the MODIS test data.
2.7 Pyramid-Based
Data fusion based on the concept of “pyramid” analysis, prototypically using the Laplacian Pyra-
mid method of multiresolution analysis is a fast-growing class of algorithms which is the subject
of much current research [1]. This approach shares certain underlying principles with wavelet-
based data fusion: some method is used to decompose the images (from the target resolution) into
low-frequency (approximation) and high-frequency (detail) components, and then a statistical cor-
relation metric is used to decide whether to transfer (in some way) the detail component from the
panchromatic image into the multispectral image on a pixel-by-pixel and band-by-band basis.
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Figure 2.7: MODIS band 3 (459 - 479 nm) radiance values (W/(sr · m2)) for granule D1 (Egypt and
the Southeastern Mediterranean, June 3, 2012). (a) True values, (b) calculated with the Haar wavelet-based
fusion algorithm, and (c) absolute differences.
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In the pyramid-based case, the approximation component is calculated by applying a low-
pass image filter to the original-resolution image (typically a Laplacian filter or a Gaussian filter,
though in this implementation the filter effect was achieved with spatial averaging followed by
upsampling with the same method chosen for the multispectral image). The detail component is
then calculated by subtracting the replicated approximation component from the original image.
This method of image analysis is called pyramid decomposition because the approximation image
is half the size of the detail component in each dimension. When applying the decomposition
multiple times, one can envision a stack of images, tapering in size as it grows upward, as for
example it might be 2048x2048 at the base and 4x4 at the apex.
In the implementation for this work, the panchromatic image is first decomposed into ap-
proximation and detail components as described above. Then, for each band of the multispectral
image at its original resolution, as well as for the approximation component of the panchromatic
image, which has the same resolution, each pixel is grouped with its spatial neighborhood using
an nxn square sliding window, as with the wavelet-based algorithm. Also similar to the wavelet
method, for each multispectral pixel, correlation coefficient and local gain (ratio of standard de-
viations) is calculated between its window and the corresponding panchromatic approximation
values. Wherever the correlation does not exceed some threshold θ, a parameter of the algorithm,
local gain is replaced by zero, which will have the effect of leaving the multispectral image intact.
Finally, the local gain is replicated for each band to bring it to the same spatial resolu-
tion as the panchromatic image (and the fused image which is to be created). These local gains
are multiplied, again for each band, by the detail component of the panchromatic image, to cre-
ate an estimate of the “edge” information missing from the low-resolution multispectral image.
These values are simply added to the multispectral image (after it has been upsampled to the target
resolution using the chosen method) to create the fused result.
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The pyramid-based algorithm yielded the consistently best results of all of the implemen-
tations tested for this work. As with all of the other algorithms, error occurred most frequently
among thin clouds or at cloud boundaries, but they tended to be smaller in magnitude and more
geographically contained than when using the other approaches. This can be seen in Figure 2.8,
which shows absolute errors for an extremely small (100 by 100 pixel) section of an image for
MODIS band 4, and using a very minute error scale.
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Figure 2.8: MODIS band 4 (545 - 565 nm) radiance values (W/(sr · m2)) for a very small section of
granule D12 (Western United States, July 11, 2012) containing clouds. (a) True values, (b) calculated with
the pyramid-based fusion algorithm, and (c) absolute differences.
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Chapter 3
Entropy and Mutual Information
The concept of information entropy was first described by mathematician Claude Shannon in 1948
in a groundbreaking paper which more or less launched the field of information theory [13]. En-
tropy, initially used to describe the properties of messages passed over a communication channel,
is essentially a measure of the uncertainty (or unpredictability) of a random variable (much as
the concept of entropy in statistical thermodynamics measures the uncertainty of a physical sys-
tem [10]). Information entropy was first formulated, and can be most easily understood, in the
discrete case: when there are a finite number of possible events (or values of a discrete random
variable), each with its own probablility of occurring, pi. Shannon sought a definition of entropy
which would (1) vary continuously with the probabilities, (2) monotonically increase as the num-
ber of possibilities increase (when each event is equally likely), and (3) which could be stated as a
weighted sum of individual entropies if a choice (or variable observation) were thought of as being
composed of multiple successive choices (which property has obvious application to the multi-
variate case). He established that the only definition satisfying these properties is (with n distinct
possibile events):
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H = −
n∑
i=1
pi log pi (3.1)
(or some constant multiple thereof).
The units for information entropy depend upon the base of the logarithm. When base 2 is
used, as it is herein, entropy measurements are in bits. This can be seen in a very real sense as the
amount of “information” conveyed in a single measurement of the random variable in question.
This leads naturally to the philosophical-sounding but very apt idea that information is equivalent
to the resolution of uncertainty (in this case upon an observation of a random variable).
Information entropy has a number of interesting and useful properties, particularly when
the random variable in question (i.e., whose entropy is being measured) is seen as being composed
of multiple distinct random variables. (This is particularly important when applying these princi-
ples to things like sattelite image data, where values measuring different things, such as different
spectral frequency responses, but corresponding to the same geographical source, could be treated
either as separate variables or as multiple composite parts of a single variable.) In particular, if
there are two random variables, x and y, and p(i, j) is the probability that x takes on the value
i and y takes on the value j, then their joint entropy (i.e., the entropy of treating both random
variables together as a single variable) is:
H(x, y) = −
n∑
i,j
p(i, j) log p(i, j) (3.2)
while the entropies of each variable taken individually are:
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H(x) = −
∑
i,j
p(i, j)
∑
j
log p(i, j) (3.3)
H(y) = −
∑
i,j
p(i, j)
∑
i
log p(i, j) (3.4)
Thus it can be seen that the entropy of the joint variable is never more than the sum of the entropies
of the constituent variables, and only equal to that sum when the individual variables are completely
independent of each other:
H(x, y) ≤ H(x) +H(y) (3.5)
In addition the conditional entropy of one such random variable, here y, given another, here x, is
the average value of the entropy of y over all values of x, weighted in accordance with the relative
probabilities of each value of x:
H(y|x) = −
∑
i,j
p(i, j) log p(j|i) (3.6)
Conditional entropy provides a measure of uncertainy as to the value of y once the value of x is
already know, or the additional information conveyed (on average) by y over that contained in x.
This is conveniently related to the values of the joint and individual entropies of the variables as
follows:
H(x, y) = H(x) +H(y|x) = H(y) +H(x|y) (3.7)
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A related concept which has been developed in the years since is mutual information,
which measures the extent to which two random variables are mutually (i.e., non-directionally) de-
pendent on each other. In the familiar terms of entropy, it is the amount of information contributing
to both of the variables in question. The formal definition of the mutual information between the
two discrete random variables X and Y is as follows [4]:
I(X;Y ) =
∑
x,y
p(x, y) log
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
(3.8)
Mutual information is closely related to entropy, as can be seen from the following for-
mulas interrelating information theoretic values in several ways, which can be quite useful when
attempting to calculate one of them (note that X and Y are interchangeable in each equation and
in particular that I(X;Y ) = I(Y ;X)):
I(X;Y ) = H(X)−H(X|Y ) (3.9)
I(X;Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X, Y ) (3.10)
I(X;Y ) = H(X, Y )−H(Y |X)−H(X|Y ) (3.11)
It is very natural to suppose that these information theory concepts could be very infor-
mative about the problem of image data fusion. In a very real sense, a satellite image is a message
about the observed scene, with each pixel representing an “event”, or an instance of a random vari-
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able. The high-resolution panchromatic image and the lower-resolution multispectral image each
contain information which needs to be combined in some way to reconstruct a third message, not
directly measured, with as much fidelity as possible: the high-resolution multispectral image. (Of
course, either the HRPI or the LRMI needs to be resampled so that they are in the same spatial
resolution before their values can be appropriately treated as corresponding observations.)
It has been the goal of this work to evaluate the possibility that some of these information
theoretic metrics could be used to predict the success of data fusion in general and the individual
algorithms in particular (and, consequently, the reliability of the output they produce) for particular
input images. A priori, a number of possibilities present themselves. The mutual information
between the panchromatic and multispectral images is one measure of statistical correlation, and
a higher value between two specific images could suggest that the “detail” information contained
within the panchromatic image has particular bearing (in this data space) on the spectral bands of
the multispectral and fused images, so greater mutual information might predict a more reliable
fused image. Conversely, greater mutual information might suggest redundancy in the information
content between the two input images, suggesting that less mutual information might augur a more
successful data fusion process, at least with some approaches. Finally, once the multispectral
image has been naively resampled to the higher output resolution (a required step in every data
fusion algorithm), the conditional entropy of the panchromatic data given this upsampled LRMI
data, which measures additional information contained in that HRPI image over that from the
multispectral input–exactly what we aim to extract and incorporate with data fusion–could be a
strong predictor for success. All of these theories have to contend with potential confounding
factors, most particularly the difficulty of distinguishing useful information from “noise” when
dealing with the data on a flattened, “out of context” level, but they nevertheless seem well worth
investigating.
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Data from satellites, despite being stored in electronic format as discrete numbers stand-
ing for estimates, represent observations of the physical world, which are by nature drawn from a
continuous spectrum. (For satillite images, these numbers are typically radiance or some similar
quantization of electromagnetic radiation in a particular frequency response range coming from a
particular source.) Though the above-described concepts from information theory are most easily
understood in the discrete case, they all have analogues for random variables drawn from a contin-
uous probability distribution, which is one way of viewing datasets representing satellite images
(though the observed values for particular pixels are of course not random). These are defined
in terms of the probability density function of the random variable (typically designated p(x)),
of which the best-known is probably that representing the familiar Gaussian (or “normal”) distri-
bution. Probability density is related to the basic concept of probability (or “probability mass”,
typically designated P (x)) in that one can find the probability that an observation of the random
variable falls within a specified range, say a ≤ x ≤ b, by integrating the probability density
function over that range:
P[a,b](x) =
∫ b
a
p(x)dx (3.12)
Entropy and mutual information for such continuous variables are referred to as “differen-
tial” and share many of the same properties with their discrete counterparts, including all of those
listed above. Differential entropy can be calculated as follows based on the probability density
function of the variable in question (where S is the support set of the random variable X):
h(X) = −
∫
S
p(x) log p(x)dx (3.13)
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Similarly, conditional entropy, sometimes called “equivocation” in the continuous case,
can be expressed as a weighted average of the conditional probability density of one of two vari-
ables over the entire support set of the variables (i.e., where p(x, y) is non-zero: it is also weighted
by this joint probability as can be seen in the presence of the factor in the formula):
H(X|Y ) =
∫
Y
∫
X
p(x, y) log
(
p(x, y)
p(y)
)
dx dy (3.14)
In practice however, conditional entropy can best be calculated by exploiting the fol-
lowing relationship between single- and multi-variable entropy (since joint entropy can easily be
calculated by treating the composite variable as a single random variable):
H(X|Y ) = H(X, Y )−H(Y ) (3.15)
Very much in the same vein, mutual information can be formally expressed with a double
integral, but can be calculated more easily by combining multiple cases of calculating entropy for
a single (possibly composite) random variable:
I(X;Y ) =
∫
Y
∫
X
p(x, y) log
(
p(x, y)
p(x)p(y)
)
dx dy (3.16)
I(X;Y ) = H(X) +H(Y )−H(X, Y ) (3.17)
Clearly, then, the lynchpin to being able to calculate all of these quantities is to have a
reliable means of estimating (to a high degree of accuracy) the information entropy of a dataset. In
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the case of satellite data, it is impossible to do numerical integration, since there is only a finite set
of data points which are assumed to represent some underlying continuous probability distribution
for the particular viewing scene. What is needed is a good way of estimating “how representative”
each sample point is: an estimate of the underlying probability density function. This is an ongoing
approximation problem for which many potential solutions exist (and about which entire books are
written [5]), but the scipy.stats.kde library [18] was used for the purposes of this work, and
shown to be reliable.
The Python utility implemented for this thesis work [See Appendix B] uses the mentioned
library to build a kernel density estimator based on a random (non-repeating) subsample of the
underlying data. The size of the subsample is parameterized as a percentage of the underlying
data, with 1% being shown to provide reliable results for data of the size of the satellite images
used for testing. A separate non-repeating subsample of the data set (also of parameterized size)
is then used as input to the density estimator. Entropy is calculated as the mean of the negated
logarithms of these probability density value.
It is important to note that the probabiltiy density factor in the integral formula is taken
into account “structurally” because the subsampled data points are assumed to be randomly drawn
from the underlying probability distribution, and so appear in our sample with likelihood deter-
mined by that probability distribution. (This is accurate because they are in fact drawn randomly
from the dataset in question, which is itself a discrete representative of the underlying probability
distribution.) Testing showed this means of evaluating the information entropy of such a dataset
to be successful, as the function calculated entropy of datasets drawn from composite probability
distributions with known (mathematically calculable) entropy values, similar in size, dimension-
ality, and standard deviation, to the target images, with error consistently under 2%. This was
further borne out by the fact that the function produced results with significant precision: repeated
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applications of the function to the same dataset (each time relying on different random subsamples
both for building the density estimator and for calculating the entropy itself) produced extremely
consistent results (on the order of 0.01 bits).
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Chapter 4
Test Data
Data from the MODIS satellite instrument was used to test implementations of each of the data
fusion algorithms described above. In order to simulate a prototypical image fusion scenario with
a known ideal result (“truth”), a composite of three MODIS bands in the visible spectrum at 1-km
spatial resolution was used as the target high-resolution multispectral image (HRMI). In particular,
the MODIS bands forming the multispectral image were band 1 (620 - 670 nm), band 3 (459
- 479 nm), and band 4 (545 - 565 nm). To create the low-resolution multispectral image, the
input to the data fusion process, each band of the HRMI was window-averaged, reducing it from
2030 by 1354 pixels to 1015 by 677 pixels, or 2-km resolution. The high-resolution panchromatic
image (HRPI) used for these tests was simple the additive combination each band of the HRMI,
plus MODIS band 11 (526 - 536 nm), a narrow-response visible band which is near but non-
overlapping in the spectrum, a realistic source of confounding information. Figure 4.1 shows
examples of panchromatic images for the test granules with recognizable geographic features,
which demonstrates scale.
The following table summarizes the 12 MODIS granules used for these tests:
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Figure 4.1: High-resolution panchromatic images (HRPI) showing (a) the Nile River delta, and (b) the
Horn of Africa and the Red Sea.
Granule Description
D1 MOD.2012155.0850 Eastern Mediterranean, June 3, 2012, 08:50
D2 MOD.2012164.1355 Brazil, June 12, 2012, 13:55
D3 MOD.2012166.0345 Sumatra, with significant ocean, June 14, 2012, 03:45
D4 MOD.2012170.0620 Central Russia, June 18, 2012, 06:20
D5 MOD.2012175.1815 Western United States, June 23, 2012, 18:15
D6 MOD.2012212.1400 Argentine coast, July 30, 2012 14:00
D7 MYD.2012160.1040 Red Sea, Horn of Africa (dust storm), June 8, 2012 10:40
D8 MYD.2012163.1240 Namibia, Atlantic Ocean, June 11, 12:40
D9 MYD.2012167.1215 Central Africa, June 15, 2012, 12:15
D10 MYD.2012170.0945 Caspian Sea (cloudy), June 18, 2012, 09:45
D11 MYD.2012177.0440 Northern Australia, June 25, 2012, 04:40
D12 MYD.2012193.2125 Western United States, July 11, 2012 20:25
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Chapter 5
Testing Methodology
There is not a single obvious or universally agreed-upon method of evaluating the results of this
type of data fusion, even in the artificial case where the ideal high-resolution multispectral image
is known [9]. For this work, two metrics were used to compare the fused images with the ideal
HRMI, both of which have received support in the remote sensing community as broad evalua-
tive measures: Spectral Angle Mapper (“SAM”) and Erreur Relative Globale Adimensionelle de
Synthe`se (“ERGAS”) [3].
The Spectral Angle Mapper metric conceives of each multivariate observation (pixel) in
both the target image and the fused image as a vector with L components (where L represents
the number of spectral bands). To compare two corresponding pixels, one from each image, each
is treated as a vector (v = {v1, v2, ..., vL} is the pixel from the ideal or target image, and vˆ =
{vˆ1, vˆ2, ..., vˆL} is the corresponding pixel from the fused image), and SAM simply measures the
angle between them:
SAM(v, vˆ) , arccos
( 〈v, vˆ〉
‖v‖2 · ‖vˆ‖2
)
(5.1)
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To calculate the overall SAM value for two images, angle values are thus calculated for every
pair of corresponding pixels, then averaged over the entire image. It is measured in angular units
(degrees or radians), and numbers close to zero indicate better fusion results. Note that this metric
guages spectral distortion, but radiometric distortion is not measured (i.e., when pixel vectors are
parallel but have different magnitudes).
Figure 5.1 shows the SAM values for the output of each fusion method on each of the
twelve test granules. Clearly there is significant consistency in the relative performance of the
various algorithms across all of the test granules. The pyramid-based approach yielded the most
reliable results in every case. The pricipal component analysis algorithm, by contrast, was an
outlier in the other direction, suggesting that this type of algorithm is not well suited the “direc-
tionality” of the multispectral image (or relationship among bands) is of particular importance.
The rest of the algorithms were all reasonably competitive with each other. The wavelet-based and
IHS algorithms were both fairly consistent and had comparable results. This supports the appro-
priateness of the IHS algorithm for the three-band visible spectrum situation where resources are
at a premium since it is dramatically faster than either the pyramid or wavelet algorithm.
Another generally accepted comparison metric, which attempts to reflect a “big picture”
of fusion quality, is relative dimensionless global synthesis error (in the original French “Erreur
Relative Globale Adimensionelle de Synthe`se”), which was proposed by Ranchin and Wald in
2000 [12]. It considers each band separately and also takes into account the ratio of the pixel sizes
between the HRPI and LRMI (dh/dl, a separate input which is of course not directly in evidence
at the level of image evaluation). It is given by:
ERGAS , 100dh
dl
√√√√ 1
L
L∑
l=1
(
rmse(l)
µ(l)
)2
(5.2)
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Figure 5.1: Spectral Angle Mapper (SAM) results comparing the known HRMI for each of the twelve test
granules with the output of each of the seven data fusion algorithms tested.
where there are L bands, µ(l) represents the mean of all values in the lth band of the target (or
actual) image, and rmse(l) represents the root mean square error between the two images in band
l. For this metric also, proximity to zero indicates the quality of the fusion.
Results of ERGAS testing can be seen in Figure 5.2. Here too, the pyramid-based ap-
proach had the best performance for every granule, suggesting that some variation of this approach
should be used when possible. The high-pass filter method had the worst ERGAS score across
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Figure 5.2: Erreur Relative Globale Adimensionelle de Synthe`se (ERGAS) results comparing the known
HRMI for each of the twelve test granules with the output of each of the seven data fusion algorithms tested.
board. The IHS approach performed noticeably better than the wavelet-based algorithm by this
measure, and had the second-best score in every case but one, again suggesting this as a strong
candidate for performing data fusion in the three-band visible case.
For this work, functions to evaluate SAM and ERGAS were written straightforwardly in
Python using the NumPy library [See Appendix C].
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Chapter 6
Mutual Information Comparison
The mutual information between the panchromatic and multispectral fusion inputs for each of the
twelve test granules, calculated as described above, can be seen in Figure 6.1. It is immediately
evident that the granule which was an outlier in evincing the smallest amount of mutual information
(D3) resulted in the worst ERGAS performance for each of the seven tested algorithms. As can
be seen in Figure 6.2, there was a clear trend toward better performance of all tested data fusion
methods, by both SAM and ERGAS measures, as more mutual information between HRPI and
LRMI increased. This trend was signinficant only for certain algorithms, specifically the pan-
fusion, PCA, and high-pass filter approaches. This suggests that mutual information would only
be useful in suggesting confidence in data fusion output when using those methods.
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Figure 6.1: Mutual information between the HRPI and the resampled LRMI for each of the test granules
(in bits).
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Figure 6.2: Scatter plots showing the relationship between input mutual information and error for all test
granules and fusion methods. (SAM scores (right) were the same for simple and enhanced Pan-Fusion, since
the only difference in their output was a scale factor.)
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
This thesis has presented a survey of several prototypical approaches to the problem of data fu-
sion in remote sensing. Seven algorithms were implemented representing different approaches
to the problem of estimating values with high-resolution in both the spatial and spectral aspects,
given separate inputs, each of which has only one of these properties (having less resolution in
the other aspect). Each of these algorithms was tested using data from the satellite instrument
MODIS. For every tested granule and fusion algorithm, performance was measured according to
two generally accepted metrics, SAM and ERGAS. In every case and by both of these measures,
the best-performing algorithm was the one using Laplacian pyramid decomposition and the selec-
tive injection of detail information. It was also established that mutual information can be a useful
metric in predicting the performace of some data fusion approaches (pan-fusion, PCA-based, HPF-
based), but not others.
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Appendix A: Data Fusion Code
"""
datafusion.py
Written by James Cross
The functions provided in this module perform DATA FUSION between
High-Resolution Panchromatic Images (HRPI) and Low-Resolution
Multispectral
Images (LRMI) which are geographically co-registered (represent
the exact same
subject area).
All functions use NumPy arrays of floating-point-type numbers for
images
(input and output). (The depth dimension, third axis, represents
spectral variables
for multispectral images.)
All of these fusion functions require some method of resampling
images to a different spatial resolution. Upsampling and
downsampling functions
can be provided as keyword arguments "upsample" and "downsample",
which
are presumed to take a single image as input and return a
resampled image as
output, different in resolution as between the image arguments to
the data fusion
function.
Data fusion functions provided:
pyramid_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, LCCthresh = 0.50, WINPAD=2, upsample
=UP)
dwt_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, LCCthresh = 0.50, WINPAD=2, upsample=UP)
hpf_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, method=’shift’, sigma=1.0, upsample=UP)
pca_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, useHRcomp=True, upsample=UP, downsample=
DOWN)
pan_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, k=1, upsample=UP)
enhanced_pan_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, upsample=UP)
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ihs_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, upsample=UP) ### 3-dim LRMI
only
"""
import numpy as np
from glasslab_cluster.utils import im2col ## equivalent to
MATLAB im2col
import scipy.signal
from scipy.ndimage.fourier import fourier_gaussian
#######################################################
#### DEFAULT UPSAMPLING / DOWNSAMPLING FUNCTIONS
#### (Using Third-order Spline Interpolation)
from scipy.ndimage.interpolation import zoom
def DOWN(im, factor=0.5):
if len(im.shape) < 3:
return zoom(im, factor)
bands = []
for dim in range(im.shape[2]):
bands.append(zoom(im[:,:,dim].reshape(im.shape[:-1]),
factor))
return np.dstack(bands)
def UP(im, factor=2.0):
if len(im.shape) < 3:
return zoom(im, factor)
bands = []
for dim in range(im.shape[2]):
bands.append(zoom(im[:,:,dim].reshape(im.shape[:-1]),
factor))
return np.dstack(bands)
#######################################################
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#######################################################
#### PADDING / UNPADDING
def _get4widths(width):
try:
width = int(width)
width = (width, width, width, width)
except TypeError:
width = tuple(width)
if len(width) != 4:
raise ValueError("width must be either an integer or
a 4-tuple")
if any([x < 0 for x in width]):
raise ValueError("negative value in width=%s" % width)
return width
def mirrorpad(img, width):
"""Return the image resulting from padding width amount of
pixels on each
sides of the image img. The padded values are mirror image
with respect to
the borders of img. Width can be an integer or a tuple of
the form (north,
south, east, west).
"""
n, s, e, w = _get4widths(width)
if n != 0:
north = img[:n,:]
img = np.row_stack((north[::-1,:], img))
if s != 0:
south = img[-s:,:]
img = np.row_stack((img, south[::-1,:]))
if e != 0:
east = img[:,-e:]
img = np.column_stack((img, east[:,::-1]))
if w != 0:
west = img[:,:w]
img = np.column_stack((west[:,::-1], img))
return img
def mirrorunpad(img, width):
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"""Return unpadded image of img padded with :func:‘mirrorpad
‘.
"""
n, s, e, w = _get4widths(width)
# index of -0 refers to the first element
if s == 0:
s = img.shape[0]
else:
s = -s
if e == 0:
e = img.shape[1]
else:
e = -e
return img[n:s, w:e]
#######################################################
#### PYRAMID FUSION
def pyramid_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, LCCthresh = 0.50, WINPAD=2,
upsample=UP):
"""
Image fusion using (pseudo) Laplacian-Gaussian Pyramid (scale
factor 2 only)
where edge details are only substituted if the local
correlation coefficient (LCC)
exceeds LCCthresh for the neighborhood of a given (low-
res) pixel.
Here the neighborhood is the square formed by WINPAD in
each direction.
Takes two images as numpy arrays:
HRPI (high-resolution panchromatic image): an H x W array
representing a single spectral band at
high resolution; and
LRMI (low-resolution multispectral image): a H1 x W1 x K
array, representing K distinct spectral
bands at a lower spatial resolution
(upsampling function must resample image from (H1 x W1)
to (H x W) resolution)
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LCC: Threshold (in terms of correlation coefficient) for
injecting pixel detail from HRPI into HRMI
WINPAD: defines size of the neighborhood used for
calculating correlation and weights for each
pixel (window size is (2*WINPAD+1) by (2*WINPAD+1)).
Returns: a H x W x K image giving approximating all of the
spectral bands at the higher spatial
resolution (HRMI).
"""
if HRPI.shape[0] != 2*LRMI.shape[0] or HRPI.shape[1] != 2*
LRMI.shape[1]:
raise ValueError(’HRPI must be exactly 2X res of LRMI in
each direction.’)
HRMI = np.dstack([upsample(LRMI[:,:,i]) for i in range(LRMI.
shape[2])])
if len(HRMI.shape) == 2:
HRMI = HRMI.reshape(HRMI.shape+(1,))
bandcount = HRMI.shape[2]
#approximation component (PANmeans) and detail component (
PANedges)
PANmeans = im2col(HRPI[:,:], (2,2), ’distinct’).mean(axis=1).
reshape(LRMI[:,:,0].shape)
expandedPANmeans = upsample(PANmeans)
PANedges = HRPI - expandedPANmeans
LCC = np.zeros((PANmeans.size,)+(LRMI.shape[2],))
LG = np.zeros((PANmeans.size,)+(LRMI.shape[2],))
PAN_wins = im2col(mirrorpad(PANmeans[:,:], WINPAD), (2*WINPAD
+1,2*WINPAD+1))
for band in xrange(bandcount):
MS_wins = im2col(mirrorpad(LRMI[:,:,band], WINPAD), (2*
WINPAD+1,2*WINPAD+1))
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LCC[:,band] = np.array([np.corrcoef(PAN_wins[i,:],
MS_wins[i,:])[0,1]
for i in xrange(LCC.shape[0])])
LG[:,band] = np.array([MS_wins[i,:].std() / PAN_wins[i
,:].std()
if LCC[i,band]>=LCCthresh else 0.
for i in xrange(LCC.shape[0])])
print ’Finished LCC / Local Gain calculation for MS Band’
, band
LG.resize(LRMI.shape)
#Local gain repeated so pixels correspond at higher
resolution
expandedLG = LG.repeat(2,axis=0).repeat(2,axis=1)
#replicate PANedges for each multispectral band
multiPANedges = PANedges.reshape(PANedges.shape+(1,)).repeat(
bandcount,axis=2)
details = expandedLG * multiPANedges
fused = (HRMI + details)
return fused
def haar_transform(im):
"""
First-order Haar Wavelet Transform
"""
rowcount = im.shape[0]
colcount = im.shape[1]
if rowcount%2!=0 or colcount%2!=0:
raise ValueError(’DWT: Image must have at least 2
dimensions, each of even length.’)
if len(im.shape) == 2:
im = im.reshape(im.shape+(1,))
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transform = np.zeros(im.shape)
evenrows = im[np.array(range(0,rowcount,2)), :, :]
oddrows = im[np.array(range(1,rowcount,2)), :, :]
transform[:(rowcount/2),:,:] = (evenrows + oddrows) / 2.0
transform[(rowcount/2):,:,:] = (evenrows - oddrows)
evencols = transform[:, np.array(range(0,colcount,2)), :]
oddcols = transform[:, np.array(range(1,colcount,2)), :]
transform[:, :(colcount/2), :] = (evencols + oddcols) / 2.0
transform[:, (colcount/2):, :] = (evencols - oddcols)
return transform
def inv_haar_transform(im):
"""
First-order Haar Wavelet Synthesis
"""
rowcount = im.shape[0]
colcount = im.shape[1]
if rowcount%2!=0 or colcount%2!=0:
raise ValueError(’InvDWT: Image must have at least 2
dimensions, each of even length.’)
im = im.copy()
if len(im.shape) == 2:
im = im.reshape(im.shape+(1,))
colmeans = im[:, :(colcount/2), :].copy()
coldiffs = im[:, (colcount/2):, :].copy()
im[:, np.array(range(0,colcount,2)), :] = colmeans + (
coldiffs / 2.0)
im[:, np.array(range(1,colcount,2)), :] = colmeans - (
coldiffs / 2.0)
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rowmeans = im[:(rowcount/2),:,:].copy()
rowdiffs = im[(rowcount/2):,:,:].copy()
im[np.array(range(0,rowcount,2)), :, :] = rowmeans + (
rowdiffs / 2.0)
im[np.array(range(1,rowcount,2)), :, :] = rowmeans - (
rowdiffs / 2.0)
return im
#### DWT (DISCRETE WAVELET TRANSFORM) FUSION
def dwt_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, LCCthresh = 0.50, WINPAD=2, upsample=
UP):
"""
Image fusion using a Haar Wavelet Transform (scale factor 2
only)
where edge details (in wavelet transform space)
are only substituted if the local correlation coefficient
(LCC)
exceeds LCCthresh for the neighborhood of a given (low-
res) pixel.
Here the neighborhood is the square formed by WINPAD in
each direction.
Takes two images as numpy arrays:
HRPI (high-resolution panchromatic image): an H x W array
representing a single spectral band at
high resolution; and
LRMI (low-resolution multispectral image): a H1 x W1 x K
array, representing K distinct spectral
bands at a lower spatial resolution
(upsampling function must resample image from (H1 x W1)
to (H x W) resolution)
LCC: Threshold (in terms of correlation coefficient) for
injecting pixel detail from HRPI into HRMI
WINPAD: defines size of the neighborhood used for
calculating correlation and weights for each
pixel (window size is (2*WINPAD+1) by (2*WINPAD+1)).
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Returns: a H x W x K image giving approximating all of the
spectral bands at the higher spatial
resolution (HRMI).
"""
if HRPI.shape[0] != 2*LRMI.shape[0] or HRPI.shape[1] != 2*
LRMI.shape[1]:
raise ValueError(’HRPI must be exactly 2X res of LRMI in
each direction.’)
if len(HRPI.shape) == 2:
HRPI = HRPI.reshape(HRPI.shape+(1,))
HRMI = np.dstack([upsample(LRMI[:,:,i]) for i in range(LRMI.
shape[2])])
if len(HRMI.shape) == 2:
HRMI = HRMI.reshape(HRMI.shape+(1,))
bandcount = HRMI.shape[2]
WTPI = haar_transform(HRPI)
WTMS = haar_transform(HRMI)
WTfused = WTMS.copy()
rows = HRMI.shape[0]
cols = HRMI.shape[1]
LL_Hi = WTPI[:(rows/2),:(cols/2),:].copy()
LL_MS = WTMS[:(rows/2),:(cols/2),:].copy()
LCC = np.zeros((LL_Hi.size,)+(LL_MS.shape[2],)) #first two
axes flattened
weights = np.zeros((LL_Hi.size,)+(LL_MS.shape[2],))
windows_hi = im2col(mirrorpad(LL_Hi, WINPAD), (2*WINPAD+1,2*
WINPAD+1))
for band in xrange(bandcount):
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windows_ms = im2col(mirrorpad(LL_MS[:,:,band], WINPAD),
(2*WINPAD+1,2*WINPAD+1))
LCC[:,band] = np.array([np.corrcoef(windows_hi[i,:],
windows_ms[i,:])[0,1]
for i in xrange(LCC.shape[0])])
weights[:,band] = np.array([windows_ms[i,:].std() /
windows_hi[i,:].std()
if LCC[i,band]>=LCCthresh else 0
for i in xrange(LCC.shape[0])])
print ’Finished LCC / Weight calculation for MS Band’,
band
LCC.resize(LL_MS.shape)
weights.resize(LL_MS.shape)
subs = (LCC >= LCCthresh)
for band in xrange(bandcount):
WTfused[rows/2:,:cols/2,band][subs[:,:,band]] = (weights
[:,:,band][subs[:,:,band]] *
WTPI[rows/2:,:cols/2,0][subs[:,:,band]])
WTfused[:rows/2,cols/2:,band][subs[:,:,band]] = (weights
[:,:,band][subs[:,:,band]] *
WTPI[:rows/2,cols/2:,0][subs[:,:,band]])
WTfused[rows/2:,cols/2:,band][subs[:,:,band]] = (weights
[:,:,band][subs[:,:,band]] *
WTPI[rows/2:,cols/2:,0][subs[:,:,band]])
print ’Finished substituting detail information for MS
Band’, band
return inv_haar_transform(WTfused)
#### HPF (HIGH-PASS FILTER) FUSION
def hpf_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, method=’shift’, sigma=1.0, upsample=UP
):
"""
Uses High-Pass Filter method of data fusion to resolve two
images, input as numpy arrays.
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HRPI (high-resolution panchromatic image): an H x W array
representing a single spectral band at
high resolution; and
LRMI (low-resolution multispectral image): a H1 x W1 x K
array, representing K distinct spectral
bands at a lower spatial resolution -- H must be an
integer multiple of H1, and
W must be an integer multiple of W1.
(upsample function must move from (H1 x W1) to (H x W)
resolution)
method - specifies the implementation of the high-pass filter
...
’shift’ ...uses the FT shifted to the middle of the
frequency spectrum as input to a Gaussian filter.
’difference’ ...uses a low-pass filter crafted from a
Gaussian filter, and subtracts this data from the
original image.
sigma - specifies the sigma value to use for the "width" (
standard deviation) of the Gaussian filter.
Returns: a H x W x K image giving approximating all of the
spectral bands at the higher spatial
resolution.
"""
from scipy.ndimage.fourier import fourier_gaussian,
fourier_shift
if HRPI.shape[0] % LRMI.shape[0] != 0:
raise ValueError(’High-Res image must have size ==
integer multiple of Low-Res in each direction.’)
else:
vscale = HRPI.shape[0] / LRMI.shape[0]
if HRPI.shape[1] % LRMI.shape[1] != 0:
raise ValueError(’High-Res image must have size ==
integer multiple of Low-Res in each direction.’)
else:
hscale = HRPI.shape[1] / LRMI.shape[1]
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HRMI = np.dstack([upsample(LRMI[:,:,i]) for i in range(LRMI.
shape[2])])
if method == ’shift’:
fourier = np.fft.fftshift(np.fft.fft2(HRPI))
gaussian = fourier_gaussian(fourier, sigma=sigma)
fc = np.fft.ifft2(np.fft.ifftshift(gaussian))
#print ’Imaginary part of complex values after High-Pass
Filter...’
#print ’MAX:’, fc.imag.max(), ’ MEAN:’, fc.imag.mean(), ’
STD.DEV.:’, fc.imag.std()
filtered = fc.real
#print ’FILTERED MInp...’, filtered.min(), ’MAX...’,
filtered.max(), ’STDDV:’, filtered.std()
elif method == ’difference’:
fourier = np.fft.fft2(HRPI)
gaussian = fourier_gaussian(fourier, sigma=sigma)
lowpass = np.fft.ifft2(gaussian)
#print ’Imaginary part of complex values after Low-Pass
Filter...’
#print ’MAX:’, lowpass.imag.max(), ’ MEAN:’, lowpass.imag
.mean(), ’ STD.DEV.:’, lowpass.imag.std()
#filtered = abs(HRPI - np.real(lowpass))
filtered = (HRPI - np.real(lowpass))
#print ’FILTERED MInp...’, filtered.min(), ’MAX...’,
filtered.max(), ’STDDV:’, filtered.std()
else:
raise ValueError("KW argument ’method’ must be ’shift’ or
’difference’.")
HRMI = HRMI + filtered.reshape(filtered.shape+(1,)).repeat(
HRMI.shape[2],axis=2)
return HRMI
#### PCA (PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS) FUSION
def pca_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, useHRcomp=True, upsample=UP,
downsample=DOWN):
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"""
Uses the PCA (Principal Component Analysis) method of data
fusion to merge two images, one with
relatively high spatial resolution and data for a single
(panchromatic) frequency band (HRPI),
and one with lower spatial resolution but higher spectral
resolution (i.e., data in more
frequency bands) (LRMI)
Takes two images as numpy arrays:
HRPI (high-resolution panchromatic image): an H x W array
representing a single spectral band at
high resolution; and
LRMI (low-resolution multispectral image): a H1 x W1 x K
array, representing K distinct spectral
bands at a lower spatial resolution -- H must be an
integer multiple of H1, and
W must be an integer multiple of W1.
(upsample/downsample functions must move between (H1 x W1
) and (H x W) resolutions)
If parameter useHRcomp is True (the default), the (scaled-
down) HRPI image is included as an
additional band in the PCA calculation.
Returns: a H x W x K image giving approximating all of the
spectral bands at the higher spatial
resolution (HRMI).
"""
LA = np.linalg
if HRPI.shape[0] % LRMI.shape[0] != 0:
raise ValueError(’High-Res image must have size ==
integer multiple of Low-Res in each direction.’)
else:
vscale = HRPI.shape[0] / LRMI.shape[0]
if HRPI.shape[1] % LRMI.shape[1] != 0:
raise ValueError(’High-Res image must have size ==
integer multiple of Low-Res in each direction.’)
else:
hscale = HRPI.shape[1] / LRMI.shape[1]
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#High-Resolution Dimensions
K = LRMI.shape[2]
H, W = HRPI.shape
flatLRMI = LRMI.reshape((-1,K))
meanLRMI = flatLRMI.mean(axis=0).reshape(1,-1)
centeredLRMI = flatLRMI - meanLRMI
centeredHRPI = HRPI - HRPI.mean()
if useHRcomp:
#Add in averaged HRPI data before PCA...
LRPIcol = downsample(centeredHRPI).reshape(-1,1)
centeredLRMI = np.hstack((centeredLRMI, LRPIcol))
K += 1
covars = np.corrcoef(centeredLRMI.T) # K x K covariance
matrix
eigvals, eigvecs = LA.eigh(covars)
#print ’Eigen-decomposition complete...’
#sort eigenvectors by eigenvalue (descending L to R)
valorder = np.flipud(eigvals.argsort())
eigvals = eigvals[valorder]
eigvecs = eigvecs[:,valorder]
pca_flat = np.dot(eigvecs.T,centeredLRMI.T)
#pca_atLR = np.reshape(pca_flat, (K,)+LRMI.shape[1:])
#B/c/o assumption that valid data are positive, reverse
distribution if first PCA eigenvector
# makes angle >90deg to all-dimension unit vector
#
#print ’Eigvecs sum...’, eigvecs[:,0].sum()
if eigvecs[:,0].sum() >= 0:
#print ’Positive Histogram Mapping’
mappedHRPI = centeredHRPI * (pca_flat[0].std()/
centeredHRPI.std())
else:
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#print ’Negative Histogram Mapping’
mappedHRPI = centeredHRPI * -(pca_flat[0].std()/
centeredHRPI.std())
#Increase resolution of Principal Component data
pca_atLR = np.reshape(pca_flat, (K,)+LRMI.shape[:-1]) #K x H1
x W1
pca_atLR = pca_atLR.T
pca_atHR = np.dstack([upsample(pca_atLR[:,:,i]) for i in
range(pca_atLR.shape[2])])
pca_atHR = pca_atHR.T
#Replace First Principal Component (by Eigenvalue) with
histogram-mapped HRPI image
pca_atHR[0] = mappedHRPI
fused_centered = np.dot(eigvecs, pca_atHR.reshape(K,-1)).T #
Transpose returns to (H * W) x K
means = np.hstack((meanLRMI, np.array(HRPI.mean()).reshape
(1,1))) if useHRcomp else meanLRMI
fused_flat = fused_centered + means
fused = fused_flat.reshape(H, W, K)
if useHRcomp:
return fused[:,:,:-1] #Drop result corresponding to HRPI
component
else:
return fused
#### SIMPLE PANSHARP FUSION
def pan_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, k=1, upsample=UP):
"""
Simple pan-sharpening algorithm creates a per-pixel
brightness estimator by
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dividing each pixel of the HRPI by its median-filtered
analogue.
Takes two images as numpy arrays:
HRPI (high-resolution panchromatic image): an H x W array
representing a single spectral band at
high resolution; and
LRMI (low-resolution multispectral image): a H1 x W1 x K
array, representing K distinct spectral
bands at a lower spatial resolution
(upsampling function must resample image from (H1 x W1)
to (H x W) resolution)
k: this defines the size of the median filter ((2k+1) by (2k
+1)) applied to create the brightness
estimator ("sharpfactor")
Returns: a H x W x K image giving approximating all of the
spectral bands at the higher spatial
resolution (HRMI).
"""
fpan = scipy.signal.medfilt2d(mirrorpad(HRPI, k), kernel_size
=2*k+1)
fpan = mirrorunpad(fpan, k)
sharpfactor = HRPI / fpan
if HRPI.shape[0] % LRMI.shape[0] != 0:
raise ValueError("HRPI.shape[0] %d is not a multiple of
LRMI.shape[0] %d" %
(HRPI.shape[0], LRMI.shape[0]))
if HRPI.shape[1] % LRMI.shape[1] != 0:
raise ValueError("HRPI.shape[1] %d is not a multiple of
LRMI.shape[1] %d" %
(HRPI.shape[1], LRMI.shape[1]))
fused = np.zeros((HRPI.shape[0], HRPI.shape[1], LRMI.shape
[2]))
for i in xrange(fused.shape[-1]):
fused[:,:,i] = upsample(LRMI[:,:,i])
fused[:,:,i] = fused[:,:,i] * sharpfactor
return fused
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#### ENHANCED PANSHARP FUSION
def enhanced_pan_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, upsample=UP):
"""
Estimates HRMI as by computing a pixel-by-pixel "brightness
estimator" function
where the HRPI is treated as a composite of the bands of the
upsampled LRMI,
and then scaling each band of the LRMI using this estimator (
which consists of a
separate set of coefficients for each pixel).
Takes two images as numpy arrays:
HRPI (high-resolution panchromatic image): an H x W array
representing a single spectral band at
high resolution; and
LRMI (low-resolution multispectral image): a H1 x W1 x K
array, representing K distinct spectral
bands at a lower spatial resolution
(upsampling function must resample image from (H1 x W1)
to (H x W) resolution)
Returns: a H x W x K image giving approximating all of the
spectral bands at the higher spatial
resolution (HRMI).
"""
# enlarge multispectral image to match size of monochromatic
HRMI = np.dstack([upsample(LRMI[:,:,i]) for i in range(LRMI.
shape[2])])
# set up least squares problem
p = np.ravel(HRPI)
X = np.vstack([np.ravel(HRMI[:,:,band]) for band in xrange(
LRMI.shape[-1])]
+[np.ones(HRPI.size)]).T
# use normal equations to find brightness estimator
pseudoinverse = np.dot(np.linalg.inv(np.dot(X.T,X)),X.T)
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a = np.dot(pseudoinverse,p)
brightness_estimator = np.dot(X,a).reshape(HRPI.shape)
return np.dstack([HRMI[:,:,band]/brightness_estimator*HRPI
for band in xrange(LRMI.shape[-1])])
def hist_match(ref, target, bins=1000):
hist, edges = np.histogram(ref, bins=bins)
targshape = target.shape
flat = target.ravel()
order = np.argsort(flat)
result = np.zeros(flat.shape)
prevcount = 0
for a, b, count in zip(edges[:-1], edges[1:], hist):
if count==0:
continue
if count==1:
ind = order[prevcount]
result[ind] = (b-a)/2
prevcount += 1
continue
inds = order[prevcount:prevcount+count]
orig = flat[inds]
if orig.max() == orig.min():
result[inds] = (b-a)/2
else:
scaled = (orig - orig.min()) * (b-a)/(orig.max()-orig
.min()) + a
result[inds] = scaled
prevcount += count
result.resize(targshape)
return result
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#### IHS (INTENSITY-HUE-SATURATION) FUSION
def ihs_fusion(HRPI, LRMI, upsample=UP):
"""
Requires multispectral (LRMI and output) dimensionality of 3,
analogized to visual Red, Green, and Blue.
Applies the IHS transform to the upsampled LRMI image,
replaces intensity component with HRPI, and applies reverse
transform to estimate HRMI.
Takes two images as numpy arrays:
HRPI (high-resolution panchromatic image): an H x W array
representing a single spectral band at
high resolution; and
LRMI (low-resolution multispectral image): a H1 x W1 x 3
array, representing 3 distinct spectral
bands at a lower spatial resolution, interpreted as Red,
Green, and Blue for purposes of the
transform.
H must be an integer multiple of H1, and W must be an
integer multiple of W1.
Returns: a H x W x 3 image approximating the 3 multispectral
bands at the higher spatial
resolution (HRMI).
"""
#Transform matrix from R/G/B to "Intensity"
RGB_to_I = np.array([[1.0/3.0, 1.0/3.0, 1.0/3.0],
[-np.sqrt(2.0)/6.0, -np.sqrt(2.0)/6.0, np.
sqrt(2.0)/3.0],
[1.0/np.sqrt(2.0), -1.0/np.sqrt(2.0),
0.0]])
#Transform matrix from "Intensity" to R/G/B
I_to_RGB = np.array([[1.0, -1.0/np.sqrt(2.0), 1.0/np.sqrt
(2.0)],
[1.0, -1.0/np.sqrt(2.0), -1.0/np.sqrt(2.0)
],
[1.0, np.sqrt(2.0), 0.0]])
#scalefactor = HRPI.shape[0] / LRMI.shape[0]
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R = upsample(LRMI[:,:,0])
G = upsample(LRMI[:,:,1])
B = upsample(LRMI[:,:,2])
RGB = np.vstack((np.ravel(R),np.ravel(G),np.ravel(B)))
transformed = np.dot(RGB_to_I, RGB)
HRPI_matched = hist_match(transformed[0,:], HRPI)
v_PAN = np.ravel(HRPI_matched)
transformed[0,:] = v_PAN # replace intensity
fused = np.dot(I_to_RGB, transformed)
R = fused[0,:].reshape(HRPI.shape)
G = fused[1,:].reshape(HRPI.shape)
B = fused[2,:].reshape(HRPI.shape)
fused = np.dstack((R,G,B))
return fused
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Appendix B: Entropy and Mutual Information Code
"""
entropy.py
Written by James Cross
This module provides functions which estimate certain information
-theoretic properties of a
continuous probability distribution (of one or more variables)
given a discrete sample of
floating-point numbers drawn from the distribution.
It uses the gaussian_kde class from the scipy.stats.kde library
to estimate probability density.
"""
import numpy as np
from scipy.stats.kde import gaussian_kde
#import multiprocessing as MP
#from scipy.io import savemat, loadmat
def entropy(data, subdatapct=1, samppct=1, verbose=False):
"""
Estimates the differential entropy (in bits) of a continuous
probabiltiy distribution
(in an arbitrary number of variables) from a set of
observations.
PARAMETERS:
data: is (flattened) data in a 2D numpy array: rows represent
variables,
columns represent observations.
subdatapct: the (integer) percentage of observations,
randomly subsampled from data,
used to make the KDE
samppct: the (integer) percentage of observations, randomly
subsampled from data,
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used to evaluate the entropy
verbose: a boolean flag used to indicate that the function
should output the number of data
points used to create density estimator and to perform
entropy calculation
RETURNS:
The entropy of the dataset in bits, as a float
"""
if (len(data.shape)!=2):
raise ValueError("Parameter ’data’ must be a 2D numpy
array")
data = data.astype(’float64’)
datalen = data[0,:].size
randindices = np.random.permutation(datalen)
subdatalen = int(float(datalen)*subdatapct/100)
subdata = data[:,randindices[:subdatalen]]
randindices = np.random.permutation(datalen)
numsamples = int(float(datalen)*samppct/100)
samples = data[:,randindices[:numsamples]]
pdf = gaussian_kde(subdata)
if verbose:
print "Points used for PDF approximation:", subdatalen
print "Points used for Entropy evaluation:", numsamples
p = pdf.evaluate(samples)
valid = (p!=0)
surprisal = -np.log2(p[valid])
entro = surprisal.sum()/(valid.sum())
return entro
def mutinfo(A, B, trials=1, p1=1, p2=1, verbose=False):
"""
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Estimates the Mutual Information (in bits) of 2 co-registered
datasets,
A and B, supplied as a (dA, k)-array and (dB, k)-array,
each with the
same corresponding k obsevations (along axis 1), and each
with an arbitrary
number of data dimensions (along axis 0).
PARAMETERS:
A, B: the two datasets between which to calculate mutual
information.
Rows represent variables and each dataset may have an
arbitrary.
Columns represent observations. Each dataset must have
the same
number as observations must correspond between the two
datasets.
trials: the integer number of times to perform each entropy
calculation
(if using subsampling, which is nondeterministic;
arithmetic mean is kept).
p1: corresponds to subdatapct for each entropy calculation.
p2: corresponds to samppct for each entropy calculation.
verbose: a boolean flag used to indicate whether the function
should output results
(intermediate and final) to the console as it runs.
RETURNS:
The mutual information between dataset A and dataset B in
bits, as a float
"""
a_runs = []
for _ in xrange(trials):
ent = entropy(A, p1, p2)
a_runs.append(ent)
EA = np.array(a_runs).mean()
if verbose:
print "Entropy of dataset A:", EA, "bits."
b_runs = []
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for _ in xrange(trials):
ent = entropy(B, p1, p2)
b_runs.append(ent)
EB = np.array(b_runs).mean()
if verbose:
print "Entropy of dataset B:", EB, "bits."
joint = np.vstack((A,B))
joint_runs = []
for _ in xrange(trials):
ent = entropy(joint, p1, p2)
joint_runs.append(ent)
EAB = np.array(joint_runs).mean()
if verbose:
print "Entropy of joint dataset:", EAB, "bits."
MI = EA + EB - EAB
if verbose:
print "Mutual Information:", MI, "bits."
return MI
def cond_entropy(A, B, trials=1, p1=1, p2=1, verbose=False):
"""
Estimates the Conditional Information Entropy (in bits) of a
dateset A,
supplied as a (dA, k)-array, given another co-registered
dataset B,
supplied as a (dB, k)-array, each with the same
corresponding k obsevations
(along axis 1), and each with an arbitrary number of data
dimensions (along axis 0).
PARAMETERS:
A: the dateset (of an arbitrary number of variables) whose
conditinal entropy
is to be estimated. Rows represent variables and columns
represent observations.
B: the dataset assumed to be known (the "given" variable in
conditional entropy).
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May also have an arbitrary number of constituent
variables (rows), but must have
the same number of (corresponding) observations (columns)
as A.
trials: the integer number of times to perform each entropy
calculation
(if using subsampling, which is nondeterministic;
arithmetic mean is kept).
p1: corresponds to subdatapct for each entropy calculation.
p2: corresponds to samppct for each entropy calculation.
verbose: a boolean flag used to indicate whether the function
should output results
(intermediate and final) to the console as it runs.
RETURNS:
The Conditional Entropy of dataset A given dataset B in
bits, as a float
"""
"""
a_runs = []
for _ in xrange(trials):
ent = entropy(A, p1, p2)
a_runs.append(ent)
EA = np.array(a_runs).mean()
if verbose:
print "Entropy of dataset A:", EA, "bits."
"""
b_runs = []
for _ in xrange(trials):
ent = entropy(B, p1, p2)
b_runs.append(ent)
EB = np.array(b_runs).mean()
if verbose:
print "Entropy of dataset B:", EB, "bits."
joint = np.vstack((A,B))
joint_runs = []
for _ in xrange(trials):
ent = entropy(joint, p1, p2)
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joint_runs.append(ent)
EAB = np.array(joint_runs).mean()
if verbose:
print "Entropy of joint dataset:", EAB, "bits."
EAcondB = EAB - EB
if verbose:
print "Enropy of A given B (E(A|B)):", EAcondB, "bits."
return EAcondB
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Appendix C: Evaluation Metrics Code
"""
metrics.py
Written by James Cross
This module provides functions which provide different measures
of deviation
between two spectral images.
"""
import numpy as np
from numpy.linalg import norm
def SAM(result, target, degs=True):
"""
Evaluates the SAM (Spectral Angle Mapper) deviation between
two corresponding
images, in angular units.
ARGUMENTS:
result, target: numpy arrays in row X col X band format
(i.e., variables along the third axis, axis==2)
degs: a flag indicating that the units for the result should
be degrees (true by default).
Otherwise, result is returned in radians.
OUTPUT: the resulting SAM deviation in the selected units.
"""
if result.shape != target.shape:
raise ValueError(’Result and target arrays must have the
same shape!’)
bands = target.shape[2]
rnorm = np.sqrt((result**2).sum(axis=2))
tnorm = np.sqrt((target**2).sum(axis=2))
dotprod = (result * target).sum(axis=2)
cosines = (dotprod/(rnorm*tnorm))
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sam2d = np.arccos(cosines)
sam2d[np.invert(np.isfinite(sam2d))] = 0. #arccos(1.) -> NaN
if degs:
sam2d = np.rad2deg(sam2d)
return sam2d[np.isfinite(sam2d)].mean()
def rmse(result, target):
"""
Evaluates the RMSE (Root Mean Square Error) deviation between
two corresponding
numpy arrays.
ARGUMENTS:
result, target: numpy arrays of the same shape.
OUTPUT: RMSE
"""
if result.shape != target.shape:
raise ValueError(’result and target arrays must have the
same shape!’)
return ((result - target)**2).mean()**0.5
def ERGAS(result, target, pixratio=0.5):
"""
Evaluates the ERGAS (relative dimensionless global synthesis
error) deviation
between two corresponding images.
ARGUMENTS:
result, target: numpy arrays in row X col X band format
(i.e., variables along the third axis, axis==2)
pixratio: the ratio of pixel sizes between the original LRMI
and HRPI resolutions
for the data fusion method being evaluated..
OUTPUT: the resulting ERGAS deviation.
"""
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if result.shape != target.shape:
raise ValueError(’result and target arrays must have the
same shape!’)
bands = target.shape[2]
addends = np.zeros(bands)
for band in xrange(bands):
addends[band] = ((rmse(result[:,:,band], target[:,:,band
]))/(target[:,:,band].mean()))**2
ergas = 100 * pixratio * ((1.0/bands)*addends.sum())**0.5
return ergas
def NRMSE(result, target):
"""
Evaluates the NRMSE (Normalized Root Mean Square Error)
deviation between two
corresponding numpy arrays.
ARGUMENTS:
result, target: numpy arrays of the same shape
OUTPUT: NRMSE
"""
return rmse(result,target) / (target.max() - target.min())
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